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ABSTRACT
Despite the decades since the Civil Rights movement, women and minorities are still greatly under-represented in mainstream science education and practice, with physics being one of the fields of lowest participation. In the face of this, 84 schools do successfully serve under-represented minorities and women. These 84 schools include 34 Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) that grant 60% of all physics bachelors earned by African-Americans. Similarly, 16 Women’s Colleges and Universities (WCUs) grant 5% of such degrees earned by women. It is our thesis that the 84 institutions we are targeting have something to teach the rest of us about promoting the success of under-represented minorities and women. Based on our previous research of introductory physics courses at HBCUs and WCUs, we propose two separate projects to carefully examine these institutions for admissions, curricular, and environmental practices that could improve majority institutions’ ability to promote the success of women and minorities in physics. This paper discusses the background to our proposals, and lists key features of the proposed research. We seek input regarding our focus, experimental design, and research methodologies.

INTRODUCTION
Scientists operate within a tradition of discovering, constructing and applying understandings of the physical world by engaging in scholarly debate, working rigorously to refine ideas, and pushing forward the boundaries of knowledge. Within this framework, academic scientists have constructed methods for educating students, with the belief that the scientific approach is applicable to many human pursuits, and the hope that some students will rise to the challenges of the scientific disciplines, and become scientists themselves. As teachers, many scientists believe that these education and training processes are wisely conceived, justly applied and produce the correct results.

Despite this proud tradition, the academy is now perceived as not having produced a just result for most of the students in science classrooms, particularly since few of them will pursue traditional research careers. In response to this perception, some scientists now focus on improving the learning by the majority of their students, rather than the few who learn like them.

Notwithstanding this progress, the lagging success of under-represented minorities and women in science classrooms has not been adequately addressed. In the research described below, we focus on the factors that disproportionately impact under-represented minorities and women, and specifically investigate the success of minority-serving institutions with these populations. We propose to study these institutions for ways majority schools can promote the success of the women and minorities in their classrooms.

We focus on the introductory physics course, since it is both the gateway to further physics study and an important foundation course for students intending to study other sciences, engineering, and medicine.

BACKGROUND
The research of Perry and Belenky et al suggests that it is crucial for educators to understand and allow for differing stages of intellectual development and academic maturity in the students they teach. By applying these ideas to introductory physics learning, Hammer, Redish and Steinberg, Saul, and
Elby\textsuperscript{10} have found that what students believe about the nature of scientific knowledge and how they acquire that knowledge are as important as the content they are learning. Further, researchers have shown that student epistemologies, and the conflicts between them and what students perceive of instructor epistemologies, can profoundly influence the amount and quality of learning that takes place in the classroom.\textsuperscript{11} In practical terms, this means that students often use different strategies to learn science than do expert scientists.\textsuperscript{12}

Physics education researchers sometimes refer to the collection of epistemic beliefs that students have about learning as expectations. Based on the work of Perry, Belenky, and Hammer\textsuperscript{13}, the Physics Education Research Group at the University of Maryland developed the Maryland Physics Expectations (MPEX) Survey. The MPEX Survey contains 34 statements, to which respondents are asked to agree or disagree on a five-point Likert scale. This format allows researchers and instructors to probe the expectations of large numbers of students, in order to gain insight into the effect of different kinds of physics instruction on the students’ epistemic beliefs.

The Maryland researchers collected and analyzed a databank of 4000 matched sets of MPEX data from students at 17 different institutions around the country. Their results showed a deterioration of student expectations for all classes in which traditional lecture-lab-recitation instruction was used, regardless of institution size or type.\textsuperscript{14} In very few cases did student expectations hold steady or improve, and these few cases involved intensive, research-based, inquiry curricula that required substantive changes in the course structure and instructional pedagogy.\textsuperscript{15}

In the same study, data on student conceptual understanding of Newtonian Mechanics was collected. Both the Force Concept Inventory (FCI)\textsuperscript{16} and the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE)\textsuperscript{17} were used. FCI/FMCE data from over 9000 student respondents were collected in two different studies, and consistently showed better results due to interactive engagement instruction as compared to traditional instruction.

Despite the collection of these large data sets, no students at HBCUs and few at WCUs were surveyed. These omissions inspired the formation of the Hodari-Hufnagel-Saul collaboration to investigate HBCUs and WCUs. The overall results of the HBCU/WCU project are consistent with those found by earlier researchers, with a few interesting exceptions. (See Figure 1. HBCU/WCU data shown in solid colors.) Like the schools in the previous study, the schools in the HBCU/WCU study using traditional (TRD) instruction produced MPEX scores which deteriorated after instruction. These traditionally-taught courses also produced FMCE gains comparable to traditionally-taught courses surveyed in the Maryland study.
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\caption{FMCE gains, h, depend on type of instruction, not type of institution.}
\end{figure}

Our work has also been informed by the work of social psychologists. We have been particularly influenced by the groundbreaking work of Claude Steele and colleagues, who named a phenomenon they call stereotype threat.\textsuperscript{18} Steele defines stereotype threat as the psychological threat a subject feels when he/she believes that a stereotype may separate him/her from his/her chosen academic community. This threatened state causes the subject to underperform as compared to otherwise well-documented capability. One key feature of stereotype threat is the subject’s belief that she or he is a legitimate member of said community and that a particular compulsory activity may separate her or him from this community based on an existing social stereotype.\textsuperscript{19}

Steele et al have tested this theory in several ways. In one of their first experiments, they selected two academically matched groups of Stanford University sophomore mathematics majors and placed them in groups containing
both men and women. Next they administered a test comprised of the twenty most difficult items from the Mathematics Graduate Record Examination (GRE). The experimental group was told that the test tended to separate people by gender. The control group was told that the test was experimental, and that they should just try to do their best. This experiment operated on the stereotype that men do better in math than women. As is shown in Figure 2, women in the threatened group vastly under-performed as compared to women in the unthreatened group. Conversely, men over-performed in the threatened group.

Steele’s group recorded similar under-performance by African-American English majors by doing an equivalent experiment on groups of African-American and European-American students, using items from the Verbal GRE, based on the stereotype that African-Americans have inferior verbal skills. They then probed the subtlety of the result by repeating the verbal experiment and simply asking the students to check off their race before beginning the test. The fact that the latter experiment produced the same results may explain the under-performance of women and minorities on standardized tests, particularly in light of the routine collection of demographic information just prior to test administration.

In the HBCU/WCU project, Steele’s results were applied to our methods of data collection. To avoid the potential of stereotype threat, we did not collect any demographic data on survey respondents until after both pre-course and post-course data was collected. While the very presence of spaces for demographic data on standardized data sheets may also have an effect, we did not have the resources to employ efficient alternative means for data collection at that time.

Novel research on the connection between sports participation and physics understanding has also informed our work. Melissa Dancy compared sports participation and performance on a standardized conceptual physics test. She found a high correlation between certain kinds of sports participation and pre-course performance on the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) for women but no correlation at all for men. Further, Sandra Hanson found a similar correlation for European-American women and no correlation for African-American women.

In sum, previous work has provided a number of hypotheses that can be tested:

- What students believe about the nature of scientific knowledge and how they acquire that knowledge is as important as the knowledge itself.
- The MPEX may point to key features of educational environments that promote the success of women and minorities in physics.
- The FMCE may provide evidence of successful curricular practices used in non-traditional settings.
- Stereotype threat may account for the differential performance between minorities and women in traditional and non-traditional settings. Eliminating stereotype threat in both institutional culture and test administration may be a key step toward accurately assessing the performance of women and minority physics students.
- There may be a connection between sports participation and understanding of conceptual physics for some women. These hypotheses will guide the selection of research instruments used and methodologies.
STUDYING WHAT WORKS
Overall, we approach this work from the perspective that the 48 institutions we are targeting are doing something right. In most cases, these schools operate with fewer resources and garner more modest reputations than do top-tier schools, yet they manage to far outpace more prominent institutions in promoting the academic success of marginalized populations. Further, some evidence has been gathered which shows that graduates from these institutions attend graduate schools at impressive rates.23

We hypothesize that this success is not accidental, but that it results from pervasive institutional commitments to serving these populations well. We expect to find fundamental elements of this success throughout these organizations: in their admissions processes; in their orientation, placement and counseling activities; in their mechanisms for both academic and non-academic support; and in the interactions students have with faculty, staff and administrators.

While we intend to conduct two separate studies, one on gender equity and the other on representational equity, several activities will be common to both. In both studies we will investigate student learning using pre-post testing; classroom observations; and student, faculty and administrator interviews. We will test for the presence of stereotype threat in our survey instruments and work to eliminate it. We will develop and make use of stringent privacy protect mechanisms, to encourage full and candid responses, and to protect our participants from the exploitation many of them have already experienced. Lastly, our research team will include experts in social psychology, minority and female education, and innovative statistical analysis techniques.

TOWARD GENDER EQUITY
Research and anecdotal evidence has shown that women prefer collaborative atmospheres rather than competitive ones.24 Therefore, we may find that physics classrooms that are successful for women may encourage students to work collaboratively, and explicitly remove activities that foster a competition. Perhaps such environmental factors will eventually close the gap between the 50% female participation in high school physics courses and the less than 20% graduation rates of women in physics and engineering.25

Conducting research on schools that successfully promote the success of women will also give us a chance to investigate the source of the expert-level MPEX results produced by students at one of the WCUs previously studied. With this study we will be able to discern whether the previous result was an isolated incident or whether mature expectations are systematically linked to instructional practice or institutional culture at certain schools.

TOWARD REPRESENTATIONAL EQUITY
Research has also shown that African-American students perform better when they have both academic and non-academic support.26 If creating a well-integrated living and learning environment is found to be key, then perhaps we will find that the schools that produce the majority of African-American bachelor physics degrees foster this environment successfully.

NEXT STEPS
While we are awaiting the results of our recently submitted funding proposals, we will begin recruiting participants and expanding our research team. We invite comments, questions and critiques as we develop our research plan.
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Today, there are 700 Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs) that enroll nearly 30 percent of all undergraduates in the U.S. higher education system. Those include HBCUs, TCUs, HSIs, ANNHIs, Asian American Native American Pacific Islander – Serving Institutions (AANAPISIs), Predominantly Black Institutions (PBIs), and Native American-Serving Nontribal Institutions Program (NASNTIs). MS-CC will learn and grow as a consortium. We are dedicated to lifting all participating institutions by advancing cyberinfrastructure for research and education across diverse fields, disciplines, and communities. We will engage as full contributors to the global research and education community. Minority-serving institutions have been doing just that for decades. Often laboring under tight budgets, they educate students who face many challenges. More than half of the students enrolled in these institutions receive Pell Grants, nearly half are the first in their family to attend college, and many struggle with inadequate academic preparation. Yet these colleges have had a significant impact. Would changing the sink-or-swim culture of graduate school broaden the appeal of a Ph.D.? What can research universities learn from minority-serving institutions about helping minority graduate students succeed? Read more about efforts to diversify the faculty pipeline in this three-part package. To Diversify the Faculty, Start Here. Underrepresented minorities have made modest gains in STEM over the last several decades, but their progress has been extremely slow and in some areas has stalled. We need to strengthen efforts to increase participation of minorities in STEM by sparking interest, providing opportunity and diversifying STEM education.